REACT: An Approach for Capturing Rationale in Chat Messages
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Abstract—Background: Developers’ chat messages are a rich source of rationale behind development decisions. Rationale comprises valuable knowledge during software evolution for understanding and maintaining the software system. However, developers resist explicit methods for rationale capturing in practice, due to their intrusiveness and cognitive overhead. Aim: Our primary goal is to help developers capture rationale in chat messages with low effort. Further, we seek to encourage the collaborative capturing of rationale in development teams. Method: In this paper, we present REACT, a lightweight approach for annotating chat messages that contain rationale. To evaluate the feasibility of REACT, we conducted two studies. In the first study, we evaluated the approach with eleven development teams during a short-term design task. In the second study, we evaluated the approach with one development team over a duration of two months. In addition, we distributed a questionnaire to both studies’ participants. Results: Our results show that REACT is easily learned and used by developers. Furthermore, it encourages the collaborative capturing of rationale. Remarkably, the majority of participants do not perceive privacy as a barrier when capturing rationale from their informal communication. Conclusions: REACT is a first step towards enhancing rationale capturing in developers’ chat messages.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software development is a social and collaborative process [14] during which software developers make various decisions. The justification behind these decisions, other alternatives considered and the argumentation that led to the decisions constitute the software rationale [15]. Rationale has many potential uses during software evolution. For example, rationale serves as a documentation of development decisions and improves the understandability of the software system [8]. Furthermore, documented rationale can support maintenance and change impact analysis [4], [8]. However, explicit capturing of rationale rarely happens in practice and rationale remains hidden in developers’ communication and development artifacts [17]. Kruchten et al. [12] argue that the adoption barrier for capturing rationale is the intrusiveness of capturing activities, as they are not fully integrated into current software engineering practices—i.e., the developers must change their context in order to document rationale.

Our ongoing research on rationale capturing revealed that chat messages constitute a rich source of rationale about software systems [2]. In this paper, we present REACT (RationalE Annotations in ChaT messages), a novel lightweight approach to capture rationale in developers’ chat messages. REACT is designed to be integrated with developers’ messaging platforms and enables developers to annotate the rationale present in their messages with emojis—pictographs commonly used in text-based communications. Developers use REACT to individually annotate their own messages or collaboratively annotate messages posted by other team members. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to propose a method for explicit capturing of rationale in developers’ chat messages.

In the context of this paper, we evaluated REACT within Slack, a widely used messaging platform for exchanging chat messages in development teams. Nevertheless, REACT is designed to be easily applicable to other messaging platforms. Our results show that the proposed approach is easy to learn and simple to apply, thus lowering the adoption barrier of rationale capturing by developers. Additionally, our findings highlight the importance of providing developers with incentives for justifying the efforts of capturing rationale.

The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, we present REACT, a lightweight approach for capturing rationale in chat messages. Second, we evaluate the approach feasibility in two studies: a short-term study in a design task and a medium-term study in a software project. Furthermore, we discuss the results of a questionnaire distributed to the study participants.

II. RELATED WORK

To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has investigated the explicit capturing of rationale from developers’ chat messages. However, few annotation approaches were developed to capture rationale within source code. Hesse et al. [10] developed an approach for capturing rationale of implementation decisions using inline code comments in source code. In their approach, text-based annotations are written directly into the code files. Lougher and Rodden [18] proposed a system for capturing maintenance rationale and generating documentation by attaching comments to the source code. Our work differs from Hesse et al. [10] and Lougher and Rodden [18] in that we propose a lightweight approach for capturing rationale in informal developers’ communication through annotating chat messages by developers themselves.
In addition, developers are not required to write further descriptions of rationale when annotating chat messages.

The rapid growth of messaging platforms has attracted the attention of researchers studying their use in software development teams. Lin et al. [16] found that chat messages are mainly used by developers for communication, collaboration and knowledge sharing with team members. There are a few studies investigating the role of instant messages in knowledge management. Dennerlein et al. [7] found that the efficacy of messaging tools for knowledge management is mainly affected by the intended usage of these tools rather than the context of application. Ajjan et al. [1] found that the continuous use of instant messaging positively impacts the creation, retention and transfer of knowledge. In our previous work [2], we explored the nature of rationale in developers’ chat messages and the potential of using machine learning techniques for the automatic extraction of rationale. In our current work, developers themselves annotate the rationale in their messages on the spot, whereas in our previous work the extraction is done by a supervised machine learning algorithm. Supervised machine learning algorithms have the disadvantage of needing a truth set—which is usually created manually, requiring a great effort [2]. The creation of such a truth set could dissuade teams from using this type of techniques. In contrast, in this work, we were interested in studying mechanisms for capturing rationale that do not need much effort to be put into practice.

### III. REACT Approach

REACT is a lightweight approach for capturing rationale in developers’ chat messages. The approach is based on the manual annotation of chat messages that contain rationale by developers. We focus on capturing five rationale elements: issues, alternatives, pro-arguments, con-arguments and decisions [13]. The rationale elements definitions are listed in Table I.

REACT rationale annotations are designed as a set of emojis, one emoji for each rationale element. The annotations are:

- 🤔 for messages containing issues,
- 🤔 for messages containing alternatives,
- 🤔 for messages containing pro-arguments,
- 🤔 for messages containing con-arguments, and
- 🤔 for messages containing decisions.

![Example of a conversation in Slack](https://get.slack.help/hc/en-us/articles/206870177-Create-custom-emoji)

Fig. 1: Example of a conversation in Slack. (1) Team conversations are organized into channels, (2) emojis can be included inline within messages or as (3) a reaction and (4) the added reactions appear under the message.

Our use of emojis as rationale annotations was motivated by three factors. First, emojis are very popular in modern text communication and social media [9]. Users of messaging platforms use emojis for liking, voting, checking off to-do items and sharing knowledge among team members. Second, emojis are well integrated with most modern messaging platforms which alleviate its intrusiveness and encourages its adoption by developers. Third, users of messaging platforms use emojis inline within their chat messages or to respond to messages posted by other team members which supports the collaborative annotations of messages among team members.

In the context of this paper, we implemented our approach within Slack; a real-time messaging platform. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of a conversation in Slack and describes its main components.

We added REACT rationale annotations as custom Slack emojis. When using REACT, developers annotate their own chat messages with inline or reaction annotations. Developers can also annotate chat messages written by other team members using reaction annotations. A message can be annotated with more than one annotation, as a chat message might contain more than one rationale element [2]. For example, when a developer proposes an alternative and writes the pro-argument supporting this alternative in the same message, the message should be annotated with both 🤔 and 🤔.

### IV. REACT Evaluation

We conducted two studies to evaluate the approach in different settings. In Study 1, we evaluated REACT during a short-term design task. In Study 2, we evaluated REACT usage in a medium-term project.

The study participants were part of a capstone course at the Technical University of Munich in 2017 [3]. During the course, students are organized in teams and develop mobile applications for industrial clients. Each development team consisted of eight

---

1https://18f.gsa.gov/2015/12/08/using-emoji-for-knowledge-sharing/
2https://get.slack.help/bc/en-us/articles/206870177>Create-custom-emoji
We evaluated REACT along the following dimensions:

1) **Correctness**: Do developers apply the correct annotations to their messages?
2) **Collaborativeness**: Do annotations encourage the collaborative capturing of rationale in chat messages?
3) **Privacy**: How do privacy concerns affect the annotation of rationale in chat messages?

We measure Correctness and Collaborativeness quantitatively by performing a manual analysis of all chat messages exchanged over the period of both studies. Additionally, we designed a questionnaire to qualitatively investigate Privacy and further understand developers’ opinion on this issue after using REACT. Figure 2 shows the evaluation method. Detailed evaluation settings and results are presented in Sections V, VI and VII, respectively.

V. Study 1: REACT in a Short-Term Design Task

The aim of this study is to evaluate whether REACT is an effective method for capturing rationale in chat messages.

A. Study Settings

Eleven development teams participated in the study. As a starting point in our study, we gave a brief tutorial to the study participants in which we introduced REACT and gave examples of applying it in Slack messages. Afterwards, we presented the participants the task of implementing a web crawler to systematically fetch information from a website. The eleven development teams were asked to use REACT to discuss the issue, evaluate the different alternatives and make a decision in their Slack team channel. When the development team arrived at a decision, the design task was considered complete. The tutorial and design task took approximately 20 minutes. After the completion of the design task, two authors of this paper studied how the eleven development teams applied REACT in chat messages by analyzing the chat messages manually.

B. Study Results

Study participants applied a total of 342 REACT annotations to 421 chat messages. Table II (2nd column) lists the relative frequencies of REACT annotations in chat messages of the eleven teams during the design task.

![Fig. 2: Evaluation method.](image)

![Fig. 2: Evaluation method.](image)

![Fig. 3: Correctness analysis.](image)

![Fig. 4: Collaborativeness analysis.](image)

To evaluate the correctness of the applied REACT annotations, we considered the annotation application to be incorrect when developers applied a rationale annotation that does not represent the rationale element(s) discussed in the message. For example, when developers annotate a messages containing an alternative with an issue annotation instead of an alternative. Furthermore, when a message containing rationale was not annotated, we considered it as an incorrect application of the annotations because missing annotations contradict the primary goal of our approach of capturing rationale in chat messages. Figure 3a shows the percentages of correct and incorrect application of annotations in the eleven teams’ messages. In 76% of the annotation applications, developers applied them correctly for capturing rationale in their messages. This result implies an easy learning curve for applying REACT to annotate chat messages containing rationale knowledge.

With respect to collaborativeness, over half of the applied rationale annotations were applied by the message author (58%), as shown in Figure 4a, while 42% of the annotations were applied by other team members. This result highlights the collaborative nature of rationale capturing in developers’ chat messages as many decisions in software development are made collaboratively [11].

When comparing inline and reaction annotations, we found that 53% of the applied annotations were inline and 47% were applied as Slack reactions. A further analysis showed that message authors tended to use inline annotations when annotating their messages (91% of their annotations were inline). In the case of the reaction annotations, 88% were applied by other team members. This finding highlights the principal advantage of our approach in supporting the
annotation of chat messages by their authors as well as collaboratively by other team members.

We also examined how developers apply the different rationale annotations, i.e., inline versus reactions, and found that applying issues, alternatives and con-arguments as inline annotations were more prevalent, whereas pro-arguments and decisions were applied more frequently as reactions. A possible explanation for this result is that when developers write issues and alternatives, they express their need to discuss and receive feedback from other team members. Similarly, they write con-arguments to oppose an alternative solution that was proposed by another team member. In these cases, developers might prefer to use inline annotations to attract the attention of other team members. On the other hand, pro-arguments and decisions are mainly used to show agreement with a statement or to collaboratively decide to select a proposed alternative, thus reaction annotations were more frequent in these cases.

We examined other Slack reactions applied by developers to their chat messages to discover any patterns when applying these reactions. We found that “thumps up” emojis were applied almost equally to the pro-argument annotations to show agreement when a message author proposed an alternative or made a decision. This result shows that developers are also using already existing and common-use emojis to express their opinions which can be utilized for capturing rationale.

VI. Study 2: REACT in a Medium-Term Project

The aim of this study is to evaluate the viability of REACT when used by developers in the context of their daily development activities for a longer period of time (two months).

A. Study Settings

In this study, we introduced REACT to one development team of ten members who developed a mobile application for an industrial client. As different teams in the capstone course share similar development settings, we selected this team randomly. This team did not participate in Study 1 (Section V). The study participants were introduced to REACT and to examples of applying REACT in Slack messages in a brief tutorial. Afterwards, the team used REACT in their daily exchange of chat messages for a duration of two months. For the duration of the study, participants were encouraged to ask for help or clarifications when faced with ambiguity while using REACT.

To organize the topics of their conversations, the team created three Slack channels: a Main channel, a Front-end channel and a Back-end channel. In Slack channels, important messages or files can be pinned to details pane to make it always visible to team members. During the duration of the study, REACT rationale annotations were pinned to each channel as a constant reminder for developers to use them in their chat messages. Table III shows the number of chat messages analyzed per channel (excluding automatically generated messages by Slack bots such as reminders or status updates).

In this study, chat messages were exchanged during regular development activities throughout a medium-duration project. The rationale elements discussed in these chat messages were more complex and intertwined compared to Study 1 in which the development teams discussed a concrete and short-term design task (Section V). Therefore, we needed systematic and more comprehensive analysis than the one performed in Study 1. For this reason, we decided to use content analysis techniques [19] on the team’s chat messages.

During the content analysis, we developed a coding guide that provided definitions and examples of rationale elements3. Each of the 1,698 messages was annotated by two coders. One of the coders was the project leader of the team which allowed for a more informed assessment of messages containing rationale. We used GATE (General Architecture for Text Engineering) [5], [6] for the manual coding. During the coding task, the messages were shown without the applied REACT annotations, to avoid any bias. The two coders reported an average of 4.3 hours for the task. As a final step, the two coders discussed and resolved their disagreements.

3https://cloudbruegge.in.tum.de/index.php/s/kz2S18PprNpbwUR

### TABLE III: Chat messages analyzed in the Study 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slack Channel</th>
<th>Chat Messages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main channel</td>
<td>969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front-end channel</td>
<td>432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back-end channel</td>
<td>297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,698</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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B. Study Results

Figure 5 compares the number of team messages annotated by developers and the number of messages identified as containing rationale during the manual analysis. During the manual analysis, 14% of the total messages were identified as containing rationale. However, developers applied REACT rationale annotations to 13% of these messages in the duration of the study (2 months). The relative frequencies and examples of rationale annotations are listed in Table II.

We further found that only 7% of the messages containing rationale were annotated correctly by developers (shown in Figure 3b). A possible explanation for this result may be the lack of incentive for developers to annotate messages, even with a well-integrated capturing tool, if they cannot use captured rationale directly. Another possible explanation is that in the short-term Study 1, the design issue was clearly introduced to developers and they focused on discussing it and capturing the rationale in their discussions. However, in real software projects and under the pressure of meeting deadlines, identifying rationale elements in chat messages requires additional effort from developers.

When analyzing how developers apply other Slack emojis to the messages identified as containing rationale during the manual analysis, we found that the majority of the emojis added as reactions to the messages containing alternatives or decisions were expressing agreement to what is written in the message (68% and 57%, respectively). Examples of these emojis are: “thumbs up”, “ok hand” and “white check mark”. This result echoes the findings of Study 1 and could indicate that already existing emojis are relevant for capturing rationale. As shown in Figure 4b, rationale annotations were almost equally applied by message authors (51%) and by other team members (49%). Contrary to Study 1, we found that annotations were applied as reactions in the majority of their application (82%), while inline annotations were used only 18%. Furthermore, message authors applied inline and reaction annotations equally and 78% of the reaction annotations were applied by other team members. Overall, applying Slack reactions to annotate messages was dominant for all rationale elements in this study which demonstrates the importance of the collaborative capturing of rationale.

VII. Questionnaire

After the completion of the two studies, an online questionnaire was distributed to the study participants to obtain developers’ opinion after using REACT4.

Of the two studies participants, 27 subjects—21 from Study 1 and 6 from Study 2—completed the questionnaire. From Study 1, 50% of the respondents agreed that REACT annotations are easy to learn, while 17% disagreed and 33% were neutral. From Study 2, 86% agreed that REACT annotations are easy to learn, while 5% disagreed and 9% were neutral. In both studies, respondents agreed that rationale annotations are simple to apply (62% and 67%, respectively). However, when asked whether they enjoy using rationale annotations, 33% from Study 1 respondents agreed and 67% were neutral. In Study 2, 29% agreed, 24% were neutral and 47% disagreed. A possible interpretation of this result is the lack of motivation for developers to capture rationale, as one developer explained: “I think the idea is great, but I don’t feel like it generates an immediate value and therefore we often forget to use it.”

Over one-third of the questionnaire respondents agreed that rationale annotations help in documenting the rationale in their team chat messages (37%), whereas 33% disagreed and 30% were neutral. One developer commented that “Slack messages are highly context dependent”, which confirms our earlier finding [2] in that developers’ chat messages are not to be used as the only source for rationale but rather augmented with other development artifacts to capture a more complete rationale. When the subjects were asked whether rationale annotations encourage all team members to participate in the ongoing discussion, 15% agreed, 44% disagreed and 41% were neutral. An interesting observation is that while the majority of participants agreed that the proposed annotations are easy to learn and apply, the cognitive load of identifying rationale in messages is still perceived by developers as a burden and disruption to development activities; as illustrated by one respondent: “Using rationale emoji makes you have to reconsider how you phrase messages, in such a way that it becomes a burden to continuously categories each message”.

Figure 6 presents participants responses when asked if they have any privacy concerns about annotating their chat messages.

4https://cloudbruegge.in.tum.de/index.php/s/1JdQ7a82plLzgs
messages. Remarkably, over half of the respondents (51%) fully supported the annotations without any reservations. Over 18% of the respondent preferred anonymizing their messages before analysis, and an equal percentage of respondent (18%) preferred that none of their messages are documented. This interesting observation might support the analysis of developers’ chat messages as a source of valuable rationale knowledge. However, this calls for further investigation in other industrial settings in which privacy could be considered more pivotal.

**VIII. Discussion**

**Implications:** Developers’ chat messages contain valuable knowledge about development rationale. REACT represents a step towards a more effective rationale capturing in developers’ chat messages. The results of our preliminary evaluation show that rationale annotations are easy to learn and simple to apply. Furthermore, REACT can be easily integrated into modern messaging platforms and encourages collaborative capturing of rationale. However, the effectiveness of REACT is highly dependent on providing immediate benefit for developers to justify the efforts of capturing rationale. Additionally, categorizing rationale in chat messages to apply REACT annotations still presents additional cognitive load for developers.

**Future Work:** In our future work, we plan to link conversations annotated as containing rationale to issue trackers and to development artifacts that were attached to chat messages. To reduce the cognitive load of categorizing messages, we plan to implement a hybrid approach that employs machine learning for the automatic detection of messages containing rationale. A machine learning component could prompt developers—the “domain experts”—to approve the suggested categorization of the chat message if rationale is detected. Another direction for future work is studying how REACT annotations support effective team communication, e.g., promptness of response to an annotated message from other developers.

**Threats to Validity:** We relied on an error-prone human judgment for categorizing rationale in chat messages. To mitigate this risk, messages were peer-coded by two coders and a coding guide was created. During our evaluation, we used chat messages exchanged during a university course in which students worked closely with industrial clients in settings similar to industrial settings. Moreover, they used Slack which is a common communication tool in industrial projects. We believe that this evaluation gives insights for further replications of the study in practice. However, further studies should be conducted to analyze if our findings hold in industry settings, as well as in longer lasting projects.

**IX. Conclusion**

We present REACT, a lightweight approach for capturing rationale in developers’ chat messages through manual annotations. We evaluated REACT in two studies, a short- and a medium-term study. Our preliminary evaluation results show that REACT is easy to learn and simple to apply by developers. Furthermore, developers applied it collaboratively to capture rationale in their messages. REACT is a first step towards supporting developers in capturing the rationale behind their development decisions.
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